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5.9 AC and d.c. power isolation

Third paragraph

*Replace, in line 2, the words “...and the UPS...” by “...and for a UPS...”.*
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5.10.1 Basic requirements

*Replace, in line 4 of item d), the words “...not be provided if...” by “...not be specified if...”.*
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Annex L

L.1 General

*Replace, in line 3, the words “...the measurement need not...” by “...the measurement of current need not...”.*

L.4 Single-fault conditions

*Replace, in the first line after the figure, the word “...unit...” by “...unity...”.*
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Figure

*Delete, in the upper sketch, the brackets round “L1” and “L2”. Replace, in the lower sketch, “∅1, ∅2, ∅3” by “L1, L2, L3”.*
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M.5 Reference non-linear load

*Add, at the end of the first paragraph,* “The diodes symbol was the one adopted by IEC 60617-5.”.
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N.3 Overcharge test

*Replace, in Exception No. 1, the word “investigated” by “tested”.*